[Squamous intraepithelial lesions in young female university students].
The authors investigated the frequency of squamous intraepithelial lesions (SIL) in young women, in particular university students with special attention to morphological signs of the presence of human papilloma virus (HPV) in SIL low grade-SIL, LG-HPV. As compared with data in the world literature, they revealed a significantly lower rate of SIL LG, HPV-2.81% as compared with 5.5% reported in WHO studies of young women. The authors analyzed the biological behaviour of SIL, LG-HPV. As compared with data in the literature on known values of spontaneous regression which are 50-62% in the course of three years, they demonstrated during a time interval from 3 months to 2 years spontaneous regression in 39.1%. Further possibilities of regression in a longer time interval are expected in the group of clinically latent cytologically persistent LG lesions (18.1%) and in the group of patients which after termination of their studies were lost from the records (24.3%). During the investigated time interval no case of progression to a higher grade lesion was recorded. The authors reflect on diagnostic and therapeutic procedures with regard to the application of results of HPV typing.